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LOSS OF COOLANT ANALYSIS FOR CIRENE-LATINA HEAVY WATER REACTOR

ABSTRACT

CIRENE is a heavy-water moderated,boiling light water cooled pressure tube

reactor. Fuel is natural uranium.

A variety of breaks in the primary coolant system have been postulated for the

analysis of the CIRENE Latina Plant (now under construction) such as double-

end break of inlet header, downcomer, steam line and inlet feeders.

The basic tool for analysis is the TILT-N Code which has been purposely

developed for simulating the nuclear, thermal and hydrodynamic behaviour of

the CIRENE core and associated heat transport system.

An extensive full-scale test programme has been carried out by CNEN and

CISE which fully confirms the adequacy of the model.

The main results of the analysis show that maximum temperatures are far

from those leading to significant fuel damage and that adequate core cooling

is provided over the whole transient.

FA

1. THE CIRENE REACTOR

The CIRENE reactor is a heavy water moderated, boiling light water

cooled, natural DO. fuelled reactor.

The Italian State Utility ENEL and the National Committee for Nuclear

Energy CNEN, in 1976 have started up the construction of the 40 MW(e)

prototype Station located near Latina. The NIRA company has been entrusted

with the design and supply of the Nuclear Island.

The design of the Prototype profits of a well established technology and at

the same time exhibits original features, most remarkably the design choices

able to warrant a highly safe performance of the plant.

The scheme of the primary circuit (see fig. 1) has been specifically concei-

ved to face the safety problems caused by the transients following a hypothe-

tical loss of coolant.

Inherent protection against such an accident is primarily attained by

subdividing into four loops all. the circuits upstream the reactor, except

for the common point at the steam drum.
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Furthermore, the scheme of the primary circuit shows another peculiarity

in the double feedline (provided with check valves) for each power channel.

The double feed concept, even in case of hypothetical loss of coolant acci-

dents upstream the reactor, ensures an inherently continuous and effective

cooling immediately after the accident, that is when the power to be ex-

tracted from the fuel is a remarkable fraction of the nominal power.

The CIRENE prototype is also provided with two highly reliable reactor shutdown

systems, each capable to withstand by itself even the main Loss of Coolant

accidents : moderator dump, injection of borated water (liquid rods). A re-

ference design of a commercial reactor of 660 MW(e) is also under deve-

lopment at NIRA Company.

The main parameters of the prototype and of the commercial reactor are

reported in Table 1.

2. BLOKDOWN CODE: TILT-N

TILT-N is an up-to-date version of the TILT code presented at the CREST

specialist meeting held in Miinchen in 1972. The "core" of the code, that is"

the simulation of the feeder-power channel-riser section, the neutron

kinetics, the fuel simulation', the basic thermohydraulic correlations have

been kept unchanged. The basic improvements incorporated in .code mainly '

refer to the recirculation line, the steam drum, the pump dynamic model,

and the simulation of (up to- 9) parallel channels in the core.

2.1 Models

The coolant thermohydraulic behaviour in the power channel with its

inlet feeder and outlet riser is described in both forward and reverse

flow conditions. According to a one-dimensional scheme, mass, momentum and

energy equations for coolant flowing through feeder, heated channel and ri-

ser are solved. Thermohydraulic equilibrium is assumed and momentum flux

term is considered in the momentum balance equation. The three conservation

equations are solved by a finite difference method versus mass flux, pres-

sure and enthalpy (subcooled water) or quality (two-phase mixture) or tempe-

rature (superheated steam).

Fuel thermal behaviour is treated by subdividing the channels into axial ele-

ments, simulation of which is accomplished by considering the average cluster -

rod. Their temperature and power radial distributions are computed by applying

an implicit finite difference scheme in the space-time domain to the heat
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balance equation; this results in an unconditionally stable solution.

Neutron kinetics is treated by a one-point monoenergetic approach, which

uses removal parameters and includes six delayed groups directly from

fission and three phoizoneutron groups. The fission products decay and the

contribution of actinides is also considered. The reactivity feedbacks of

core material properties are due to coolant density and temperature as well

as to fuel temperature. The reactivity balance is obviously comprehensive

of the scram contribution.

In the downcomer a level swell model is provided to account for bubble se-

paration. Bubble velocity is evaluated by a modified Wilson (3) correlation

and a linear or exponential void fraction distribution is assumed.

As to steam drum, it. three volumes model with variable boundaries describes

the steam drum : sceam only, saturated and subcooled zones. During transients,

each region may either vanish or extend so that all possible thermohydraulic

conditions (including non-equilibrium between vapour and liquid phases) are

considered. Level swell of the saturated region is considered using the mo-

dified Wilson correlation for bubble velocity. ' '

The characteristics of rotating primary system pumps are derived from a dyna-

stic model that includes momentum transfer between the fluid and the rotating

member, with variable pump speed as a function of time. Back-flow is not

allowed by check valves at the pumps discharge. When saturation conditions

occur at the suction, the flow will stop or continue in natural circulation,

depending on the available head at the suction.

The code contains a two-dimensional thermohydraulic description of the core.

With the adopted primary coolant system design, a minimum of one average

channel (feeder-power channel-riser), representing all the channels, or two

channels (each representing half of them) are required for evaluation of

neutronic and thermal-hydraulic histories, depending on whether the accident

' affects the primary system as a whole or a recirculation line. The programme

features the possibility of analyzing, instead of the average channel, a set

of up to 9 channels in parallel, each representing, with an input multiplicity,

all channels with equal power generation and hydraulic resistance.

2.2 Thenrial-Kydraulic Correlations

The most important thermal-hydraulic correlations used in the code,

have been, developed at CISE, and have been particularly verified for the

C1RENE geometry. Namely, they are :



CISE-3 for critical power (4)

CISE-SLIP for coolant density (5)

CISE-DIF for two-phase pressure drop (6).

These correlations have been tested against a very large number of steady

state experimental data both at full and small scale.

2.3 Performances

TILT-N is written for the IBM 370/168 and uses 640 K of core memory.

The ratio of the computing time to the actual time is of the order of 30

for simultaneous simulation of 10 channels of the reactor core. For a typi-

cal configuration (3 channels) used in accident analysis the ratio is

about 10.

w

3. LOSS OF COOLANT ANALYSIS FOR CIRENE REACTOR

3.1 Methodology

A systematic event analysis (anticipated transients and accidents) for

the CIRENE reactor has been carried out by the event tree methodology (7). .

According to it an event tree for every initiating event is defined, and

the availability of every safety system required to operate is specified.

All the credible sequences (with a presentation.frequency ̂  10 event/year)

are analyzed. In carrying out the accident evaluation the minimum perfor-

mance is assumed for all safety systems and components. Minimum performances

are determined based on the single failure criterion (8). It is not possible

in this paper to present a detailed analysis of all the transients that

have been calculated. However, the accident that most severely affects the

plant, i.e. the double ended downcomer break at full power, with simulta-

neous loss of electric power, has been selected as the most representative

for this analysis.

It is presented here in terms of effects and consequences only to the primary

coolant system and to the fuel.

3.2 Downcomer Break

3.2.1 '

The break causes the instantaneous loss of the flow-rate delivered

by one recirculation pump. Two of the three pumps still deliver the nominal

flow rate to half of the core. In the other half (the damaged one) the flow

rate is reduced to about 55 % (fig. 2); in fact the only available pump is

able to deliver a flow about 10 Z larger than nominal, according to its
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head-capacity characteristics. Subsequently, the pumps coast-down because

of the loss of electric power. The pressure in the steam drum remains

essentially constant as long as liquid blow-down lasts, the pressure control

system progressively closing the control valve. At about 14 sec the low-low

level in the steam drum is reached and the isolation valves close; one

second later the steam drum is filled essentially only by steam and pressure

declines quickly.

Recirculation flow declines too, since the pressure at the pump suction is

decreasing with the same rate as in the steam drum (as long as water in the

downcomers is subcooled) with pressure at the pump discharge sustained by

boiling in the two phase region of the core. As soon as pressure reaches

the saturation value at the recirculation fluid enthalpy (respectively 3,68

MPa and 1065 KJ/kg), water flashes both in the downcomers and in the pipe

works upstream the reactor (fig. 2). Flashing in the downcomers tends to

refill with two-phase mixture the steau drum, reducing the depressurization

rate; it also causes the recirculation flow to stop due to pump cavitation,*

at about 16 sec. The initial sudden rec.irculation flow decrease causes a re-

duction of the average density of light water in the core : reactivity and

power excursions occur (maximum respectively 4 m k at .75 sec, and ** 209 %

at 1 sec) (fig. 3). The scram systems operation (120 % of nominal power is

reached at 0.25 sec and negative reactivity starts to be injected at 0.5 sec)

quickly depresses the power excursion :: at 1.5 sec the reactor is shut-down.

3.2.2 E2H££_£l!2S2£2£

Figs. 4, 5 represent the flow rate transients of the power channels

of the damaged half core. The flow perturbation due to the initial sudden

reduction of the recirculation flow causes some oscillations in the flow rate

of the parallel channels, in the early stages of the transient. In the

highest powered channel the oscillations are larger than in the other chan-

nels because of its lesser inlet orificing. However the oscillations are

highly damped and of limited amplitude.

3.2.3 S°t_IbiSi!S§£_E2H§I£§l_5!lSSa§lS

In figs. 6, 7 cladding and centerline fuel temperature of the 8th

bundles of the highest powered channels are reported. During the first flow

oscillation, dry-out in the outlet bundle occurs. Only 4 of 480 bundles in

^—H
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the core experience this early dry-out : however, thanks to the low power

generation the cladding reaches a maximuia temperature of 350°C and quick-

ly rewets following the shutdown of the reactor. At the end of blowdown

(~30 sec), with flowrate and coolant inventory in the channels decrea-

sing to zero, dryout expands to the whole core.

3.2.4 S2£-illiS5SS£_E22S!ES^2_SHS^l£

The temperature transients in the highest powered cross section

of the highest powered channel are reported in fig. 8(°).

The ECCS automatically starts at 36 sec- (as the primary system pressure is

reduced to ~ 1 MPa); this is 3 or 4 sec after the emptying of the channels

and the time required to refill the pipes is 75 sec. During this period no

credit is given to convective heat transfer; therefore temperatures are

redistributed in all rods causing an increase in the cladding temperature.

The maximum cladding temperature is 63O°C and the maximum pressure tube

temperature is 34O°C. As soon as the core starts to be flooded the temperatu-

res turn around and at the time of quenching the temperatures are about

170°C lower.
" —2 2

The heat transfer coefficient (1.10 W/cm °C) in this phase and the rewet-

ting time have been derived by reflooding experiments, with a suitable safety

margin. The flow regime, with ECCS design flowrate, is inverted annular

flow; the bulk liquid level very quickly reaches the top of the core. The

heat transfer mechanism is convection and radiation from rods to coolant.
3.2.5 Fuel Rod Thermal-Mechanical Behaviour

With the thermal history described in the former point, both

cladding deformation and oxide thickness are insignificant and the accident

does not impair at all channel cooling capability and fuel integrity.

4. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM FOR LOCA OF THE CIREHE REACTOR

4.1 Introduction

The research and development program sponsored by CHEN in support of

CIREHE reactor is largely devoted to safety. Among others, the experimental

C) The code used for the thermal analysis of .a fuel bundle of the CIREHE
power channel is CIRO (9) : the code is able to deal with convection
to coolant and mutual radiation among surfaces considering the actual
fuel, pressure and calandria tube geometry.

^
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tests on loss of coolant and reflooding performed both with scaled down

and full scale facilities at CISE are of great importance. The small scale

experiments allow a better understanding of the physical phenomena and per-

mit to develop and check separately the different models in the codes. The

full scale tests allow an overall validation of the codes; moreover they

give also a direct picture of the actual power channel behaviour in acci-

dent conditions : this is a peculiar characteristic of tube reactors.

4.2 Blowdown Small Scale Tests

A very large number of blowdown tests were performed in the IETI-1

loop in Piacenza (10). The test section represented at full length, but

with 1/14 and 1/40 scaled down cross section, the feeder-power channel-ri-

ser of CIREKE reactor. The tests were performer! with tubular srtd annular

heated channels. Pressure, mass hold-up and fast thermocouple response

were the main measured parameters during the transient conditions determi-

ned by flow stoppage or decay, power excursions and breaks at different po-

sitions. A few of '.the experimental data and the comparison with the TILT-N"

calculation have alz>?ady been presented in ref. (11).

The agreement between Calculated and experimental transients is very sati-

sfactory in all the many conditions that have been investigated; moreover,

whenever small discrepancies appear, the code predictions are always conser-

vative.

4.3 Blowdown Large Scale Tests

Full scale blowdown tests have been performed and are being completed

in the CIRCE loop in Fiacenza (10). The feeder-power channel-riser lay-out .

and geometry are quite the same as designed for the reactor. All other com-

ponents are necessarily scaled down to match with a single channel instead

of 60. The power channel contains a 19 rods electrically heated fuel element.

A first set of experiments (12) has been performed with relatively simple

boundary conditions : i.e. imposed pressure transient in the steam drum and

inlet flow stoppage. Other tests are now being completed and they refer to

the simulation of the recirculation loop : the plant thermal-hydraulic tran- '

sient is essentially determined by a bl wdown valve opening. In figs. 9,10,11

a very limited but significant comparison for one of the first type tests

is reported : TILT calculated and measured Ap, mass hold-up and dry-out

transients in the test section are reported. The second type tests are now
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being analyzed; despite the complexity of the transients, and the fact that

all models in the TILT code are simultaneously tested, the first results

obtained are again very satisfactory.

4.4 Reflooding Tests

The REM experimental loop (10) was manufactured by CISE to investiga-

te the phenomena of reflooding. It is .connected to IETI-1 loop which sup-

plies high temperature water and energy to the indirectly electrically hea-

ted test element. Tests have been performed with annular geometry, uniform

or cosine power generation and with a full scale power channel. Besides the

usual imposed inlet flow rate tests, tests with imposed pressure drop

transients were also performed in order to better simulate the actual

situation expected in reactor. The effects of thermal hydraulic parameters

(pressure, flow-rate, power generation and temperature at the heated rods,

inlet subcooling, etc.) on heat transfer before quenching and on rewetting

velocity have been investigated. The experimental results have been used to

verify the TRAFEM (13) code, developed by CISE. They allowed to establish

the criteria actually used for the study of the emergency coolant injection

in the safety analysis of the CIRENE reactor.
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Fig. 2 - Primary coolant system
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